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PRO Accessories
™

First choice when
quality counts.™

Push/Pull Fan Air Valve Kit

185-493 Air Hose Adaptor Nipple

224-883

This adaptor allows for the connection
of multiple air hose as needed for the
special grounded PRO air holes.
1/4 npsm(L.H.) x 1/4 npsm.

This kit allows the operator to change
the standard rotary style fan air control
valve on the gun to a linear push/pull
design. It has settable stops at either
end of the valve to allow two preset fan
patterns. Rotary control is still
maintained.
4-Finger Trigger Kit

Accessories for
PRO Guns:
PRO 3500sc™,

223-054
224-884
236-163

PRO 3500sc, PRO 3500hc
PRO 4500sc
PRO AA4500

This kit allows you to change the gun
from a standard 2-Finger Trigger
operation to a 4-Finger Trigger.
Air-Reducing Valve

PRO 3500hc™,

238-927

PRO 4500sc™,

This valve is used to control the
amount of air that goes to the air cap of
the gun. It also allows full operation of
the fan control on airspray guns.

PRO AA4500™

112-534

PRO 3500sc, PRO 3500hc,
PRO 3500wb, PRO 4500sc

Airline Quick Disconnect
Swivel (with Airline Shutoff)

Allows quick installation and removal
of guns, and improves mobility for
better painter comfort. The male
section of this quick disconnect replaces
the gun air inlet fitting. The female
section fits on the lefthand end of the
standard air hose. The hose end has a
check shut-off built in.

218-374

Box of 10 Gun Covers

Designed to fit over the PRO guns to
help keep the gun free of overspray and
paint residue. The elastic holds these
gun covers tightly to the gun barrel,
just behind the air cap. The back has a
snap closure to allow access to gun
controls. Greatly reduces gun cleaning
and operator cleaning time.
105-749

Cleaning Brush

A non-plastic end type brush for
cleaning air caps and guns. Not affected
by solvents.
222-011

Ground Clamp

Clamp (universal) with 25 ft. (7.6 m)
of heavy wire to ground objects in the
spray booth.
110-090

Snap Ring Pliers

Used for removing the E/S On/Off
Valve for service.
236-129

Air Swivel Fitting
(non Quick Disconnect)

Replaces gun inlet fitting. 360° swivel
to provide improved operator mobility
and comfort.
Gun Inlet Filter
915-921

PRO 3500sc, PRO 3500hc,
PRO 4500

100 mesh filter at gun fluid inlet.
223-976

E/S On/Off Conversion Kit

This kit replaces the turbine on/off
switch and locks the valve in the on
position. A ball valve replaces the
gun air inlet fitting which has the
special lefthand threads at its inlet.
This allows the total air to be turned
off during cleaning or colorchanging, while insuring that the E/S
air stays on during operation.

235-300

Gun Mounting Bracket

Allows gun to hang with barrel in a
downward orientation to prevent
material from getting into the air
passages.
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224-720

PRO 3500sc, PRO 3500hc,
PRO 3500wb
PRO 4500sc & PRO AA4500
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Accessories for
PRO 3500 Only

Accessories for
PRO AA4500

223-451 High Conductivity Kit

Fluid Filter
238-563 60 mesh, 3-pak
238-564 60 mesh, 25-pak
238-561 100 mesh, 3-pak
205-262 100 mesh, 25-pak

Provides the necessary parts to convert a PRO 3500sc
to a PRO 3500hc.
223-780 High Conductive Solvent Hose Kit

When highly conductive solvents are used, this 25 ft.
(7.6 m) hose improves electrostatic performance with
higher tip voltages by reducing current loss to ground
through the fluid line. This hose can handle material
down to 2 megohm • cm.

Accessories for PRO 4500
and PRO AA4500
(Full Featured)

These elements fit into the fluid filter in the fluid
inlet fitting of the PRO AA4500.
189-018 Fluid Inlet Swivel

This swivel fits between the gun and the fluid line to
allow a swivel action, thus aiding in gun
manuverability and operator comfort (3000 psig
capable with 1/4 npsm x 1/4 npsf ).
Flexible Nylon Static-Free, Whip, Fluid Hose
236-134 3 ft. (0.9 m)
236-135 6 ft. (1.8 m)

224-388 Spraying Voltage Readout

This receiving device provides a digital readout of the
spraying voltage of PRO 4500 and PRO AA4500
guns equipped with voltage transmission capability.

3000 psi (200 bar), 1⁄8 in. ID, 1/4 npsf swivel x
1/4 npsm
PRO AA4500 Only:
Flexible Conductive, Whip, Air Hose
236-130 3 ft. (0.9 m)
236-131 6 ft. (1.8 m)

3/16 in. ID, 1/4 npsm (L.H.) Swivel x 1/4 npsm
(L.H.). PRO conductive air hose, metallic
ground. Use on PRO AA4500 only – air
restriction is too great for air spray gun use.
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